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Abstract— Flood is unavoidable natural disaster, causing heavy flow of traffic and 
can also cause severe damage to properties and lives. Early flood detection and 
avoidance is an intelligent system which keeps close watch over various natural 
factors to predict a flood, so we can embrace ourselves for caution to minimize the 
damage caused by the flood. Main objective is to provide information on current 
water level in the particular area, such as river and drain. When, the water level 
increases beyond water level, using different sensors at different fields can detect 
water level and water flow at different sources can avoid flood in the areas near 
water bodies and then system sends alert notification to the citizens. 
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1. Introduction 
“Early Flood Detection & Avoidance System” is an intelligent system which keeps 

close watch over various natural factors to predict a flood, so we can embrace ourselves 
for caution, to minimize the damage caused by the flood. Natural disasters like a flood 
can be devastating leading to property damage and loss of lives. To eliminate or lessen 
the impacts of the flood, the system uses various natural factors to detect flood. The 
system has a Wi-Fi connectivity, thus its collected data can be accessed from anywhere 
from the government authority quite easily using IoT. 

To detect a flood the system observes various natural factors, which includes rain fall, 
water level and flow level. To collect data of mentioned natural factors the system 
consist of different sensors which collects data for individual parameters. The water 
level and water flow sensors are located at different locations of the river and dam, 
which collects the data of water level and water flow data from the dam and rivers. 
According to this data the flood occurrence is predicted. The main purpose of this work 
is to design and develop a flood monitoring and detection system using the internet of 
things. The scope of the work is to develop and design early flood detection system that 
will detect the flood automatically and send data to the Local Government Unit and to 
residents. The specific objectives of the work is to detect the current level of water in 
rivers at different locations, Prediction of water level of rivers, Warning residents about 
flood, and Informing Government authority about flood situation. 
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2. Literature review 

A reliable computational model which could fight with the flood in developing and poor 
countries is the main concern. There are different models, the different energy 
efficiency models, different networking arrangement of wireless sensor networks. These 
motivate us in preparing a most efficient model for predicting and preventing flood. 
Seal et al. [1] presents a forecasting model designed using WSNs (Wireless Sensor 
Networks). This model helps to predict flood in rivers using simple and fast 
calculations to provide real-time results and save the lives of people who may be 
affected by the flood by ringing an alarm. Shebli et al. [2] described a method to 
calculate the amount of energy consumption by sensor in a network, according to the 
data flow rate, the number of nodes and the distance between them. Ahmad et al. [3] 
presented a comprehensive study of the flood analysis and prediction using 
Geographical Information system (GIS) i.e. they are using an Arc GIS simulation tool 
to identify pre and post disaster flood risk analysis and an Ad hoc wireless Sensor 
Network Architecture. Jong-uk Lee et al. [4] presented the Real-time Flood Monitoring 
System with Wireless Sensor Networks which is deployed in two volcanic islands 
Ulleung-do and Dok-do located in the East Sea near to the Korean Peninsula and 
developed for flood monitoring. RFMS Measures River and weather conditions through 
wireless sensor nodes equipped with different sensors. Mauricio Castillo-Effen et al. [5] 
presented the ongoing effort in providing the population of the Andean region of 
Venezuela with a flash-flood alerting system by making use of state-of-the-art wireless 
communications and information technologies. A key component of the system is a 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) that is used for monitoring the environment and 
tracking the disaster while it evolves. Hughes et al. [6] described that damage due to 
flood is correlated to the warning time announced for a flood event. They prepared a 
hybrid of local and remote sensor network. Sunkpho et al. [7] represented two main 
objectives of the developed system which serve a) as information channel for flooding 
between the involved authorities and experts to enhance their responsibilities and 
collaboration and b) as a web based information source for the public. Halgamuge et al. 
[8] presented a comprehensive energy model for wireless sensor networks. It is based 
on seven key energy consumption sources i.e. processing, communication, sensing, 
transient, and logging, actuation and cluster formation. 
 
2.1. Existing System 

In developed country like US, Japan etc., the flooding problem is minimized 
significantly and do not affect much due to availability of emergency system. But the 
developing countries like India, Brazil etc.,are suffering a lot during flood. Every year 
number of deaths due to flooding keeps increasing in different part of our country. Two 
years ago the flood occurred in Chennai, the capital of Tamilnadu resulted insignificant 
loss of life and property. Whenever, flooding happens living area near the riverbank and 
downstream area are affected severely than others. They need to be alerted much earlier 
to have extra time to evacuate immediately. During Chennai flood in 2015, fake news 
were spread for instance, a false message which said two lakes had breached and 
Chennai had been cut off from rest of the districts, spread panic among commuters, 
especially those that were stood for hours together on the arterial Mount Road on 
Monday night. To avoid this situation we need authorized warning system. 

Limitations of existing systems: 

 There are many sophisticated system widely in practice by some organizations and 
responsible authorities in monitoring flood level in a certain location. 

 Most of these devices are very high in costly to be used and maintained. 
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 Apart from that, these devices are usually used only for monitoring purposes 
between the flood prone location and the monitoring station.  

 
2.2 Proposed System 

Floods are natural disasters that cause excessive loss of life and property. A situation of     
flood arises when the water level across above the needed. This system can help reducing the 
loss caused by floods by implementing an early flood detection mechanism. The objective of 
this telemetry based work is to monitor the flood situation at the earliest, and send a 
notification in case of danger on the webpage which is controlled by Govt. Authority, so that 
people can avoid false news. The notification sent can be read globally through IoT. An 
ultrasonic sensor is connected to the microcontroller that measures the value of water in the 
dams or rivers and sends that information to the microcontroller. The GPRS sends that 
notification through the internet on the webpage using IoT network. The main objective of the 
proposed system is to provide information on the current water level in the particular area, 
such as river and dam. When, the water level increases beyond the critical level, the system 
sends the alert notification to the user. 
 

3. System Analysis and Design 
 

Floods are natural disasters that cause excessive loss of life and property. A situation of flood 
arises when the water level across above the needed. The system architecture is shown in fig. 
1. This system can help reducing the loss caused by floods by implementing an early flood 
detection mechanism. The objective of this telemetry based work is to monitor the flood 
situation at the earliest, and send a notification in case of danger on the webpage which is 
controlled by Govt. Authority, so that people can avoid false news. The notification sent can 
be read globally through IoT. An ultrasonic sensor is connected to the microcontroller that 
measures the value of water in the dams or rivers and sends that information to the 
microcontroller. The GPRS sends that notification through the internet on the webpage using 
IoT network. 

 

Fig 1. System Architecture 

Overall system runs on battery power and comprises of four sub circuits working 
synchronously; sensor circuit, controller circuit, SMS circuit and relay driver circuit. Sensor 
senses the level of the water in dam and rivers which is continuously fed to controller system. 
Relays find applications where it is necessary to control a circuit by a low-power signal, or 
where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. LED indicator is connected to the 
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microcontroller. External Wi-Fi module is connected to the microcontroller, which is used to 
send the water level status to the cloud. Where the data stored in cloud and is interfaced with 
any communicating devices. Flow chart diagram of the system is shown in the fig. 2. 

 

Fig 2. Flowchart of the system 

Sensors measures water level from different locations and microcontroller collects this 
data from sensors. And predict the old water level and current water level, if the water 
level is greater than the threshold value then the notification is send to the Govt. 
authority, if any occurrence of flood, the message is forwarded to citizens. Sequence 
diagram of the system is shown in the fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3 Sequence diagram of the system 

Sensors measures water level at different locations and this data is collected from flood 
detecting system. This data is forwarded to Govt. authority, based on water level conditions 
Govt. authority predicts the occurrence of flood. If the water level is greater than the 
threshold value the message is forwarded to citizens. 
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4. System Implementation and Results 
Main circuits of the system us shown in fig.4.  

 

Fig. 4 Circuit diagram of the system 

The hardware components used in this system include PIC controller, Power supply, 
Water level sensors, relay module, Wi-Fi module and microcontroller. The working 
principle of the main modules is as shown below. 

Measure water level using sensor 

Start 

Initialize system; 

Connect to the microcontroller; 

Sends data to microcontroller; 

Read data from sensor; 

End 

Data collection and flood prediction: 

Start 

Initialize system; 

Connect microcontroller to the cloud; 

Send data to the cloud; 

Read data collected from microcontroller; 

If water level> threshold value 

     Flood occurrence will be predicted; 

Else 

     No flood occurrence; 

End 

Sending of notification to citizens: 
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Start  

Initialize system; 

Interface cloud and mobile; 

If the water level>threshold 

     Notification sent; 

Else 

    No sending of notification; 

End 

The fabricated components of the system are as shown in fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Fabricated components of the system 

The below fig.6 shows the sample results in different cases. 
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Fig. 5 Sample results 

 

Based on this current level value we can fix the threshold value in the signal 
conditioning unit. The table 1 shows Status of Alamatti reservoir in Krishna basin 
(2009-2019) with Storage capacity=129 tmc. 

 

 

Table 1 Sample data of the water level at the dam 
 

5. Conclusion and future work 
Flood is natural disaster which cannot be predicted easily, but we worked on this 

cause and developed a system which detect flood and give early intimation to nearby 
people. A lot of effort is required to be put in developing systems which help to 
minimize the damage through early disaster predictions. The system provides a real 
world application of internet of things and offer services like accurate level monitoring. 
Sensors are important elements in the flood detection system. The complete flood 
detection and avoidance system has been proposed in this system. That, the notification 
sent can be read globally through IoT. An ultrasonic sensor is connected to the 
microcontroller that measures the value of water in the dams or rivers and sends that 
information to the microcontroller. The GPRS sends that notification through the 
internet on the webpage using IoT network. The flood detection system will be easy to 
install and maintained if it is powered by solar cells. The use of solar energy will also 
provide cheaper source of power to the entire system. In future, we can integrate several 
sensors such as pressure sensor and camera to the system in order to accurate detection. 
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